FLIGHT PLAN

P40/P41 SPS/RCS THRUST

SXT/STAR CHECK

TRIM To 0.2 fps all axes

V66 TRANSFER CSM SV TO LM SLOT

APOLLO 10: POST BURN REPORT

CREW STATUS REPORT

ONBOARD READOUTS to MSFN

CYCLE H2 O2 FANS

CHLORINATE POTABLE WATER

VERIFY

WASTE MNGT OVBD DRAIN v1v - OFF

WASTE STOW VENT v1v - CLOSED

EMER CABIN PRESS v1v - BOTH

SURGE TK 02 v1v - ON

PLSS 02 v1v - OFF

LM TUNNEL VENT v1v - OFF

COMM BASIC EXCEPT

S-BD SQUELCH - ENABLE

S-BD NORM MODE VOICE - OFF

S-BD AUX TAPE - OFF

HI GAIN OPS (or OMNI OPS per MSFN)

Y 270 P40 (roll right)

Y 90 P-40 (roll left)

HI GAIN ANT BEAM - NARROW

HI GAIN ANT TRACK - REAQ

S-BD ANT OMNI - HI GAIN

ESTABLISH PTC

FLIGHT PLAN

152:00

P23 NO COMM (4)

TEI + 16:00

5 SETS EH

Altair(40)F

Dipha(2)N

Dipha(2)N

Alpheratz(1)N

Alpheratz(1)N

W-MATRIX DATA Pg 3-93

152:20 MCC

X X X

TRIM

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

152:30

EMS CHECK

F/C O2 PURGE

CANISTER A CHANGE

(15 to A, 13 to A4)

RESERVES

ONBOARD READOUT

BAT C

PYRO BAT A

PYRO BAT B

RCS A

B

C

D

DC IND sel - MNA or B

NOTES

BURN STATUS REPORT

X X X

ATIG

BT

V gx

R

P

V gy

V gz

V gc

AV c

FUEL

OX

UNBAL

PRESLEEP CHECKLIST

ONBOARD MNGT DATA PG 3-93

FLIGHT PLANNING BRANCH
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F FINAL APRIL 17, 1969 152:00 - 154:00 7/TEC 3-99